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The Toho Studios Story - Stuart Galbraith, IV 2008-05-16
Since its inception in 1933, Toho Co., Ltd., Japan's most famous movie
production company and distributor, has produced and/or distributed
some of the most notable films ever to come out of Asia, including Seven
Samurai, Godzilla, Ringu, and Spirited Away. The Toho Studios Story
provides a complete picture of every Toho feature the Japanese studio
produced and released.
Nissan Z - Pete Evanow 2020-06-09
Nissan Z: 50 Years of Exhilarating Performance is the Nissan-official
chronicle of Z history, from Datsun's planning for the new model in the
late 1960s through the latest 50th anniversary Nissan 370Z. The Datsun
240Z revolutionized the sports car industry and demolished established
assumptions about Japanese automakers. With the Z, Datsun gave the
world a sleek, sexy, fast product—one that forever banished the idea that
Japanese manufacturers could only build economy cars. Over the past 50
years, six generations of the Z car have generated a massive, devoted
following. More than 1.5 million cars have been sold worldwide. The
retro-inspired 350Z reinvigorated the Z’s fortunes in the 21st century,
and the latest incarnation, the 370Z, continues the tradition of highperformance in a modern, affordable package. In addition to a complete
history of the Z, this handsomely illustrated book examines the car's
significant racing history with successes in IMSA and SCCA sports car
racing, including extensive racing by Paul Newman for Bob Sharp and
John Morton with Brock Racing Enterprises. Special attention is devoted
to the cult of Z-fans around the world who have supported Nissan's
sports car through thick and thin and the early car’s emergence as a
rapidly appreciating collector car. The story is told by author Pete
Evanow, who has enjoyed a long relationship with Nissan. His insights
into the history of this automotive icon provide a fresh, compelling
perspective on the five decades of the Z that no enthusiast will want to
miss.
The Church Times - 1905

Steven Kellogg has updated the art and text (most notably removing the
gun that appeared in the original edition), and has written an
introductory note about the book’s history.
Ghosts Beneath Our Feet - Betty Ren Wright 2015-07-07
Something chilling lurks underground, and two step-siblings must unite
to uncover the truth in this “engrossing mystery” (Booklist). Katie knows
that something eerie is happening in the old, deserted town where she,
her stepbrother, and her newly widowed mother are spending the
summer taking care of Uncle Frank. Sometimes, when Katie puts her ear
to the ground in Uncle Frank’s backyard, she hears a groaning noise that
sounds almost human. But when a crippled ghost-girl appears to her out
of the gloom in an abandoned mine, Katie is at once terrified and
puzzled. Could the girl’s chilling appearance have something to do with a
tragic mining accident thirty years before? In a fiery climax, Katie and
her rebellious stepbrother learn the truth about the past and discover
things about each other that strengthen their fragile relationship.
My Book of Thanks - B. G. Hennessy 2005-08
Offers a child's perspective on the many things to be thankful for,
including family, friends, and play-time and asks for guidance in
appreciating these things.
Noisy Farm - Rod Campbell 2020-01-09
A special 30th anniversary edition of Rod Campbell's classic lift-the-flap
farm animal story
Growing Vegetables West of the Cascades, 35th Anniversary
Edition - Steve Solomon 2015-12-01
Completely revised from cover to cover, this is the 35th anniversary
release of Growing Vegetables West of the Cascades, the bible to organic
vegetable gardening in the Pacific Northwest. Now in its seventh edition,
the book has been thoroughly updated and includes a new formula for
complete organic fertilizer and how to tweak it for a variety of different
soil conditions, how-to sections for herbs and ornamental plants, new
organization for better usability, updated sources for appropriate seed
suppliers, and information about natural pest controls. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
The Castle in the Attic (35th Anniversary Edition) - Elizabeth Winthrop
2019-11-12
The classic children's story about a young boy, his toy castle, and a
magical adventure that reveals the true meaning of courage—now in a
stunning anniversary edition When his beloved caretaker Mrs. Phillips
tells him she's leaving, William is devastated. Not even her farewell gift
of a model medieval castle helps him feel better—though he has to admit
it's fascinating. From the working drawbridge and portcullis to the fullyfurnished rooms, it's perfect in every detail. It almost seems magical.
And when William looks at the silver knight, the tiny figure comes to life
in his hand—and tells him a tale of a wicked sorcerer, a vicious dragon,
and a kingdom in need of a hero. Hoping the castle's magic will help him
find a way to make his friend stay, William embarks on a daring quest
with Sir Simon, the Silver Knight—but he will have to face his own
doubts and regrets if he's going to succeed. A reader favorite for 35
years, this redesigned anniversary edition includes an author's note from
Elizabeth Winthrop, reflecting on the novel and its legacy. William's story
continues in The Battle for the Castle, available as a redesigned
companion edition. An IRA-CBC Children's Choice A California Young
Reader Medal Winner A Dorothy Canfield Fisher Children's Book Award
Winner Nominated for 23 State Book Awards
The Life and Work of Mary Aikenhead - Member of the Congregation of
Irish Sisters of Charity 1924

Almost Family - Roy Hoffman 2018-09-25
The complex friendship between a black housekeeper and her Jewish
employer is at the heart of Hoffman’s prize-winning novel about life in
the civil rights era South Nebraska Waters is black. Vivian Gold is
Jewish. In an Alabama kitchen where, for nearly thirty years, they share
cups of coffee, fret over their children, and watch the civil rights
movement unfold out their window, and into their homes, they are like
family—almost. As Nebraska makes her way, day in and out, to Vivian’s
house to cook and help tend the Gold children, the “almost” threatens to
widen into a great divide. The two women’s husbands affect their
relationship, as do their children, Viv Waters and Benjamin Gold, born
the same year and coming of age in a changing South. The bond between
the women both strengthens and frays. Winner of the Lillian Smith Book
Award and Alabama Library Association Award for fiction, Roy Hoffman’s
Almost Family explores the relationship that begins when one person
goes to work for another, and their friendship—across lines of race,
income, and religion—develops degrees of understanding yet growing
misunderstanding. This edition commemorates the 35th anniversary of
the book’s publication and features a foreword by the author and
includes a discussion guide for readers and book clubs.
Pinkerton, Behave! - Steven Kellogg 2014-09-04
Pinkerton doesn't understand his owner’s commands. When told to come,
he jumps out the window. When asked to fetch, he destroys the slippers
instead. Pinkerton’s desperate owners take him to obedience school, but
he flunks out in record time. Then one night a burglar breaks into their
house, and Pinkerton is able to put his bad habits to good use. This silly
charmer of a story was included on the Booklist and Horn Book best of
the year lists and inspired four sequels about the impossibly clueless but
irresistibly sweet Pinkerton. Now, in honor of its 35th anniversary,
oh-dear-35th-anniversary-edition

The Black Book - Middleton A. Harris 2019-12-03
A new edition of the classic New York Times bestseller edited by Toni
Morrison, offering an encyclopedic look at the black experience in
America from 1619 through the 1940s with the original cover restored. “I
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am so pleased the book is alive again. I still think there is no other work
that tells and visualizes a story of such misery with seriousness, humor,
grace and triumph.”—Toni Morrison Seventeenth-century sketches of
Africans as they appeared to marauding European traders. Nineteenthcentury slave auction notices. Twentieth-century sheet music for work
songs and freedom chants. Photographs of war heroes, regal in uniform.
Antebellum reward posters for capturing runaway slaves. An 1856 article
titled “A Visit to the Slave Mother Who Killed Her Child.” In 1974,
Middleton A. Harris and Toni Morrison led a team of gifted, passionate
collectors in compiling these images and nearly five hundred others into
one sensational narrative of the black experience in America—The Black
Book. Now in a newly restored hardcover edition, The Black Book
remains a breathtaking testament to the legendary wisdom, strength,
and perseverance of black men and women intent on freedom. Prominent
collectors Morris Levitt, Roger Furman, and Ernest Smith joined Harris
and Morrison (then a Random House editor, ultimately a two-time
Pulitzer Prize–winning Nobel Laureate) to spend months studying,
laughing at, and crying over these materials—transcripts from fugitive
slaves’ trials and proclamations by Frederick Douglass and celebrated
abolitionists, as well as chilling images of cross burnings and lynchings,
patents registered by black inventors throughout the early twentieth
century, and vibrant posters from “Black Hollywood” films of the 1930s
and 1940s. Indeed, it was an article she found while researching this
project that provided the inspiration for Morrison’s masterpiece,
Beloved. A labor of love and a vital link to the richness and diversity of
African American history and culture, The Black Book honors the past,
reminding us where our nation has been, and gives flight to our hopes
for what is yet to come. Beautifully and faithfully presented and featuring
a foreword and original poem by Toni Morrison, The Black Book remains
a timeless landmark work.
The Prince Charles Letters - 2011-09-22
In the summer of 2011, a mysterious gentleman sidled up to the
reception of a London publishing house, deposited a memory stick on the
desk then melted away. The stick was a revelation; it contained hundreds
of letters, all seemingly written by Prince Charles. Dating back to his
boyhood and addressed to a far wider range of recipients than hitherto
suspected – including the Pope, Celine Dion and a recurring
correspondence with former deputy prime minister John Prescott – the
Prince of Wales’ epistolary efforts reveal a man unafraid to grapple with
the great questions of our time. Whether inviting Lady Gaga to one of his
Outward Bound events, advising The Village People on matters naval, or
recommending to David Cameron that he and his ministers take turns to
pull each other to Cabinet meetings by rickshaw, this is a Prince both
ready and willing to think outside the royal box. Moreover, after reading
Charles’ attempts to reach out to his future subjects, world statesmen,
the plant kingdom and the occasional higher being, few could fail to
agree with his heartfelt conviction that, hang it all, something - indeed,
almost anything – really must be done.
The 35th Anniversary Reunion of the 1906 Medical Class of the
University of Michigan - University of Michigan. Department of
Medicine and Surgery. Class of 1906 1941

quotes, and odd factoids that will delight the most ardent of trivia fans.
A Life to Remember - The Inspirational Story of Morella Kayman,
Co-Founder of the Alzheimer's Society - Morella Kayman 2014-08-07
In her twenties, Morella Kayman wanted to become an opera singer, only
to have her dreams dashed when she developed cancer. After battling
through the disease, her husband Lawrence was then diagnosed with
pre-senile dementia at the age of 51.Frustrated that so little information
about the condition and so little support was available, Morella wrote to
every national newspaper in Britain. Within a week, she had been flooded
with mail.One letter was from a fellow carer, Cora Philips, and the pair
joined forces in 1979 to form the Alzheimer's Disease Society. From very
humble beginnings, the charity, now called the Alzheimer's Society, has
more than 20,000 members and Morella has worked tirelessly to raise
funds to help people living with dementia, their families and
carers.Morella's rich and colourful life story will be a support to anyone
who has lived through the challenges of Alzheimer's disease or cancer.
Her incredible determination and chutzpah continues to inspire, and in
2012 she was awarded the MBE for services to the Alzheimer's Society.A
percentage of profits from the sale of this book will be donated to the
Alzheimer's Society.
The Ohio State University Monthly - Ohio State University. Alumni
Association 1915
Llama Llama Hide & Seek - Anna Dewdney 2020-01-14
Have fun playing hide and seek with Llama Llama in this sturdy board
book featuring flaps and a mirror for only $12.99. Llama Llama can't find
his Fuzzy Llama anywhere. Where could he be? Near the blocks? Behind
the door? Beneath the bed? Children will love following along and lifting
the flaps as LLama looks for his beloved Fuzzy. This $12.99 casebound
book includes flaps on every spread and a mirror at the end in a story
that kids will want to read over and over again!
35th Anniversary - Bowdoin College. Class of 1849 1884
My First Pictures of Easter - Maite Roche 2012-01-13
Uses simple text and pictures to retell the Easter story, including the
Last Supper, the crucifixion, and the resurrection. On board pages.
The Dollhouse Murders (35th Anniversary Edition) - Betty Ren
Wright 2018-10-09
Dolls can't move by themselves. . . . Or can they? This special
anniversary edition of the hair-raising mystery that's kept readers up at
night for thirty-five years features a foreword by Goosebumps creator
R.L. Stine. Amy is terrified. She hears scratching and scurrying noises
coming from the dollhouse in the attic, and the dolls she was playing
with are not where she left them. Dolls can't move by themselves, she
tells herself. But every night when Amy goes up to check on the
dollhouse, it's filled with an eerie light and the dolls have moved again!
Are the dolls trying to tell her something? Could this all be connected to
the murders of her great-grandparents? Sinister secrets unravel as Amy
gets closer to revealing the mystery of the dolls in this haunting novel
that combines complicated family relationships with a bone-chilling
mystery. Even readers who love scary stories will want to keep the lights
on after finishing! The all-new foreword and jacket art make this spooky
classic, an Edgar award nominee, perfect for sharing with a new
generation.
Transplant 35th Anniversary Edition - Philip Dossick 2011-11-19
“TRANSPLANT is not just a book about heart disease (any more than
First, You Cry is just a book about breast cancer). It’s about people – and
they get to you. It’s a touching, sweet, tough book – and it rings true.” BETTY ROLLIN “I got utterly hooked – it’s Edith and Archie Bunker
catapulted to greatness by an existential crisis they could never have
dreamed of. A testament to the miracle of people growing, almost in spite
of themselves. Very gripping and moving.” – EDA LeSHAN
“TRANSPLANT is a very moving account of how a family responded to
the terrible stresses of severe heart disease. If the Hurleys are the
ordinary people they would seem to be, there is hope for the human race.
Transplant shows that humor, courage, wisdom, and tolerance are alive
and well. It’s a fine book.” – WILLIAM A. NOLEN, M.D. Philip Dossick is
one of America’s finest writers. - DAVID SUSSKIND
Selected Letters of Robert Penn Warren - Robert Penn Warren
2013-12-16
In the last decade of his life, Robert Penn Warren remained a vibrant
force in American literature, producing new works of poetry and
nonfiction while also dealing courageously with the gradual decline of his
health and the diminishment of his poetic powers. Toward Sunset, at a
Great Height, 1980--1989, the sixth and final volume of the author's

An Evening When Alone - Michael O'Brien 1997-02
A book that will greatly enhance understanding of the situation of single
women in the nineteenth-century South, An Evening When Alone
presents the journals of four very different women who, although their
lives were worlds apart, each lived and wrote in the South during the
years 1827-67. Intimate and revealing, these journals provide refreshing
insight into the joys and travails of "ordinary" single women in the
nineteenth century South: courtship, disappointed love, illness, the
gratifications and pains of female friendship, the grief of the Civil War,
the ambivalences of family life, and the difficulty and consolation of
religion.
Uncle John's Awesome 35th Anniversary Bathroom Reader Bathroom Readers' Institute 2022-10-11
The 35th annual edition of Uncle John’s compendium features
entertaining, informative, and amusing real-life stories from around the
world. This 35th anniversary edition of Uncle John’s Bathroom Reader is
bursting with everything you could possibly want to read in the throne
room, including short articles for a quick trip and lengthier page-turners
for an extended visit. Uncle John and his team at the Bathroom Readers’
Institute have once again gathered the most entertaining and amusing
stories from the realms of pop culture, history, science, and sports (not
to mention accounts of even more dumb crooks!) for your reading
pleasure. In addition, there are plenty of laugh-out-loud lists, amusing
oh-dear-35th-anniversary-edition
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selected letters, provides crucial documentation of this period,
containing Warren's correspondence with friends, family, fellow writers,
editors, critics, and the scholars studying his works. Warren published
several volumes of poetry, including Being Here (1980), Rumor Verified
(1981), and Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce (1983), and returned to
nonfiction prose with Jefferson Davis Gets His Citizenship Back (1980)
and the memoir Portrait of a Father (1988). His letters reveal that he
tried to begin writing a novel but was unable to make substantial
progress on it, and that from 1985 on he became increasingly dissatisfied
with his new poems. Until his death at age eighty-four, however, Warren
maintained an active correspondence filled with news about his writings
and travels, accounts of the lives of his wife and children, and a stoic
attitude about his own physical decline as well as a solicitousness
regarding the health of others, such as his brother, Thomas, and sister,
Mary. He communicated with rising young scholars and encouraged
younger poets he admired. Toward Sunset, at a Great Height offers rich
insights into the closing chapter of Robert Penn Warren's professional
and personal life, making it an essential resource for understanding the
full scope of the author's contribution to American letters.
American Independent Baker - 1920

But where will he find the eggs for breakfast? Not in the stable - oh dear!
Young children will love lifting the flaps as they turn the pages and
follow Buster around the farm. With bright, bold artwork, simple, catchy
text and a whole host of favourite farm animals, Oh Dear! is a classic
story to come back to again and again, and the thick board pages,
chunky cased cover and sturdy flaps make it great for small hands.
The Creative Journal - Lucia Capacchione 2015-09-15
Originally released in 1980, Lucia Capacchione’s The Creative Journal
has become a classic in the fields of art therapy, memoir and creative
writing, art journaling, and creativity development. Using more than fifty
prompts and vibrantly illustrated examples, Capacchione guides readers
through drawing and writing exercises to release feelings, explore
dreams, and solve problems creatively. Topics include emotional
expression, healing the past, exploring relationships, self-inventory,
health, life goals, and more. The Creative Journal introduced the world to
Capacchione’s groundbreaking technique of writing with the
nondominant hand for brain balancing, finding innate wisdom, and
developing creative potential. This thirty-fifth anniversary edition
includes a new introduction and an appendix listing the many venues
that have adopted Capacchione’s methods, including public schools,
recovery programs, illness support groups, spiritual retreats, and
prisons. The Creative Journal has become a mainstay text for college
courses in psychology, art therapy, and creative writing. It has proven
useful for journal keepers, counselors, and teachers. Through doodles,
scribbles, written inner dialogues, and letters, people of all ages have
discovered vast inner resources.
William Wilberforce Marple, 1851-1924 - William Wilberforce Marple
1925

Ramayana - William Buck 2012-06-12
Few works in world literature have inspired so vast an audience, in
nations with radically different languages and cultures, as the Ramayana,
written some 2,000 years ago by a poet known to us as Valmiki. William
Buck has retold the story of Prince Rama—with all its nobility of spirit,
courtly intrigue, heroic renunciation, fierce battles, and triumph of good
over evil—in a length and style that makes the great Indian epic
accessible without compromising the spirit and lyricism of the original.
Stunningly illustrated with majestic imagery throughout, this 35th
anniversary edition is a true collector’s item.
Andrew Henry's Meadow - Doris Burn 2012-07-05
A classic reissued for a new generation Andrew Henry has two younger
brothers, who are always together, and two older sisters, who are always
together. But Andrew Henry is in the middle--and he's always with
himself. He doesn't mind this very much, because he's an inventor. But
when Andrew Henry's family doesn't appreciate him or his inventions, he
decides it's time to run away. Many children in the neighborhood feel the
same way and follow him to his meadow, where he builds each of his
friends a unique house of their very own. But in town the families miss
their children and do everything they can to find them. And the kids
realize that it feels a little lonely out in the meadow without their
parents. Just as relevant today as it was in 1967, this is a heart-warming
story about children who want to feel special and appreciated for who
they are. With a new jacket and expanded trim size, Andrew Henry is
ready to enchant the next generation of kids.
Ethel & Ernest - Raymond Briggs 2016-05-19
A marvellous, life-enhancing book for all ages, now a major animated film
starring Jim Broadbent, Brenda Blethyn and Luke Treadaway Utterly
original, deeply moving and very funny, Ethel & Ernest tells the story of
Raymond Briggs' parents' marriage, lady's maid Ethel and milkman
Ernest, from their first chance encounter in 1928, through the birth of
their son Raymond in 1934, to their deaths, within months of each other,
in 1971. Told in Brigg`s unique strip-cartoon format, Ethel and Ernest
live through the defining moments of the twentieth century: the darkness
of the Great Depression, the build up to World War II, the trials of the
war years, the euphoria of VE Day and the emergence of a generation
from post war austerity to the cultural enlightenment of the 1960s. Ethel
& Ernest is a heartfelt and affectionate tribute to an ordinary couple and
an extraordinary generation.
Oh Dear! - Rod Campbell 2012-01-01
Rod Campbell's classic board book with a fresh new cover. Buster's
staying with Grandma on the farm. But where will he find the eggs for
breakfast? Not in the stable – oh dear! Young children will love lifting the
flaps as they turn the pages and follow Buster around the farm.
Confectioners' and Bakers' Gazette - 1919

Toes, Ears, & Nose! - Marion Dane Bauer 2003
Engages readers to lift the flaps to see which body parts are hiding
underneath clothing.
The Dolls' Christmas - Tasha Tudor 2012-09-18
Christmas is a special time at Pumpkin House, where two dolls named
Sethany Ann and Nicey Melinda live. Every Christmas they invite their
friends to join them for an elegant dinner party and a marionette show.
The dolls have fun getting ready for their party: They send out invitations
to their guests by Sparrow Post, decorate their very own Christmas tree
with silver nutmegs and golden pears, and prepare doll-size cookies and
other treats for the party. Then at “candlelight-time” on Christmas Day
the guests begin to arrive, and the evening isn’t over until the last carol
has been sung around the tree. Tasha Tudor’s delightful tale captures all
the charm and magic of an old-fashioned Christmas shared with your
dearest friends. Beautifully illustrated in nostalgic watercolor paintings,
this eBook with audio is sure to be treasured.
Princeton Alumni Weekly - 1909
William Wilberforce Marple, 1851-1942 - William Wilberforce Marple
1925
The Annotated Sword of Shannara: 35th Anniversary Edition - Terry
Brooks 2012-11-13
THE PHENOMENAL EPIC OF GOOD AND EVIL LIKE IT’S NEVER BEEN
EXPERIENCED BEFORE Thirty-five years ago, Terry Brooks brought to
life a dazzling world in The Sword of Shannara. Nineteen more Shannara
volumes would follow, making the series one of the most popular fantasy
epics of all time. Now comes a fully annotated collector’s edition of the
novel that started it all—featuring never-before-shared insights into the
classic tale, an all-new introduction by the New York Times bestselling
author, and replicas of the original sketches for some of the long-lost,
black-and-white paintings by the Brothers Hildebrandt that decorated
the original edition, and a replica of the original Hildebrandt central
color plate on the back of the jacket.. Long ago, wars ravaged the world.
In peaceful Shady Vale, half-elfin Shea Ohmsford knows little of such
troubles. Then the giant, forbidding Allanon reveals that the supposedly
dead Warlock Lord is plotting to destroy everything in his wake. The sole
weapon against this Power of Darkness is the Sword of Shannara, which
can be used only by a true heir of Shannara. On Shea, last of the
bloodline, rests the hope of all the races. Soon a Skull Bearer, dread
minion of a mighty evil, flies into the Vale, seeking to destroy Shea. To
save his home, Shea must flee, drawing the Skull Bearer after him in
menacing pursuit. Thus begins the enthralling Shannara epic, a
spellbinding tale of adventure, magic, and myth. PRAISE FOR TERRY
BROOKS “The Sword of Shannara is an unforgettable and wildly
entertaining epic, animated by Terry Brooks’s cosmically generative

Thirty-fifth Record of the Class of Eighty-seven - Yale University. Class of
1887 1924
Oh Dear! - Rod Campbell 2018-03-22
Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo,
has been a trusted name in early learning for over thirty-five years, and
Oh Dear! has been a firm favourite with toddlers and parents alike since
it was first published in 1983.Buster's staying with Grandma on the farm.
oh-dear-35th-anniversary-edition
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imagination and storytelling joy. This was one of my favorite fictional
worlds growing up, and I look forward to many return trips.”—Karen
Russell, New York Times bestselling author of Swamplandia! “Terry
Brooks has been my constant companion over a lifetime of exploring my
beloved fantasy genre. I say with all honesty I would not be writing epic
fantasy today if not for Shannara. If Tolkien is the grandfather of modern
fantasy, Terry Brooks is its favorite uncle.”—Peter V. Brett, New York
Times bestselling author of The Desert Spear “I can’t even begin to count
how many of Terry Brooks’s books I’ve read (and reread) over the years.
From Shannara to Landover, his work was a huge part of my
childhood.”—Patrick Rothfuss, New York Times bestselling author of The
Name of the Wind “Terry Brooks is a master of the craft and a trailblazer
who established fantasy as a viable genre. Not only do I owe him for
many hours of reading pleasure, I owe him my job. He is required
reading.”—Brent Weeks, New York Times bestselling author of The Night

oh-dear-35th-anniversary-edition

Angel Trilogy “The Shannara books were among the first to really
capture my imagination. I didn’t just enjoy reading the novels—the world
became so real that I would spend hours creating Shannara fan-fiction in
my mind. My daydreams and therefore my stories will always owe a debt
to Terry Brooks.”—Brandon Mull, #1 New York Times bestselling author
of the Beyonders and Fablehaven series
ABC Zoo - Rod Campbell 2019-03-21
Rod Campbell, the creator of the preschool lift-the-flap classic Dear Zoo,
has been a trusted name in early learning for over thirty years. ABC Zoo
is a first alphabet book with a difference - young children will love lifting
the flaps to discover their favourite zoo animals, all the way to Z for
zebra. With bright, bold artwork, a simple, engaging text and a whole
host of favourite animals, ABC Zoo is the perfect introduction to the
alphabet - and the chunky board book format and sturdy card flaps make
it great for small hands.
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